made in Italy

The production of the EV cleaning system is based on the
General Vapeur Company’s factory in Albairate, Italy.
All products of E V International Ltd. are hand-made and
undergo strict quality control. Their production is entrusted to
qualified personnel who work with high quality and reliable
materials to achieve the best possible results. Thanks to all
this, the products we offer are environmentally friendly,
technologically advanced and with long-term warranty.

Made in Italy

the
owners
Stanley

Kolev
CEO

In 2000 Stanley Kolev begins his activity in the area of direct marketing and direct sales in Hamburg,
Germany. In 2001 Stanley Kolev successfully meets the requirements of ADDP and receives an “Area
Distributor Development Program” Certificate. In March 2003, Stanley Kolev becomes “Distributor Trainee”.
In January 2004 Katharina Berndt joins Stanley Kolev and from this moment the company Stanley Kolev
Ltd. becomes a great success. In April 2004 Stanley Kolev wins the prestigious “24 Plus Award”, which
turns the company into a deserving member of the group of famous and distinguished professionals
in direct sales. In June 2004, Stanley and Katharina Kolev are already recognized “Factory Distributor”.
They are both working and preparing the foundations of a direct sales corporation. In 2005 Stanley Kolev
Ltd. opens 5 new offices in Braunschweig, Kassel, Bremen, Oldenburg and Lübeck, Germany. More than
100 employees work in all offices, dealing with direct marketing and direct sales. Years of success and
thousands of sales follow. In 2008 Stanley Kolev Ltd. continues its activities successfully in Sofia, Bulgaria.
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Kolev
CEO

Massimiliano

Menichini
CEO

Menikini is an innovative company, a successful example of the most genuine Italian family business. The
brand is the result of the established experience of Luciano Menichini who has been manufacturing highquality electrical appliances since 1973.
Such valuable legacy has been taken up by his children, Simona and Massimiliano, who have launched
a future-oriented project. Using the solid foundation, the current generation has expanded into markets
abroad, bringing the best of “Made in Italy” to the world.
General Vapeur was one of the first companies in the world to propose saturated dry steam for cleaning
and sanitizing. Following years of success and rewarded by the sales of millions of machines worldwide,
General Vapeur began a complete renovation, transferring its entire production to a new facility in the
Menikini compound in Albairate - Milan.
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CEO

message
from the owners

Stanley

Kolev

Imagine you wake up one morning and this thing
you loved, this thing you prayed to, is gone! What
would you do? Try to get it back?! It could be too
late! Our planet, our nature, our water, our families,
our children, our grandchildren, these are the things
that we love and care for, all our lives. The world is not
a perfect place! This is what people say. And when
you ask them to change it, they tell you: “Good luck
with it!”. It is not whether you will succeed or not, it
is all about the effort. And maybe people are right,
the world is not perfect. But do we use this as an
excuse for not trying to make it better anymore? Or
do we continue to work and try to improve things in
whatever way we can. The world would never be
perfect, but if people do good things, it could be
better and every day can get better!
We believe in our product the EV! That it would
make the life better of millions of people around the
world who believe in the EV too. They will stop using dangerous household chemicals and this would
make their life easier and healthier when it comes to
cleaning, whether in their houses or in their business
locations. Less allergies, less diseases, less pollution
caused by household chemicals and more freedom, more health, more happiness when using the
green technology of the EV Cleaning system.

CEO

In 2012 General Vapeur Company and Stanley Kolev Ltd. decide to combine their
years of experience in the production of high-quality products and in direct marketing
and direct sales. In 2013 General Vapeur Company and Stanley Kolev Ltd. create a
new international company - E V International Ltd., which distributes the „EV” products.
The goal of the new company for the next five years is to expand its activities in more

From the idea
to the reality

Destiny led us to each other! We have met and we
had a common dream right from the beginning.
Each of us was able to make the half of the dream
come true, but together we have realized that the
force inside of us is great. We brainstormed, we discussed, we focused and the idea of EV was born in
2012. In 2013 we have realized our dream, “From the
Idea to the reality.” Since that moment we are working every day to improve our technology, to grow
our company and to become the best and biggest
direct sales corporation for steam cleaners in the
world. Now in 2018, five years from the beginning
we are selling our product in 25 countries around
the world and everybody loves it. Our customers,
our sales representatives, our distributors, we do and
everyone who has seen the EV loves it too. Legacy for the future generations! New way of thinking!
Evolving with the EV!
We want to be remembered as those who were
working every day for a better common future!
Our planet is the most precious gift that we can
leave for our future generations. Let us save it all
together! This is how we are going to win. Not fight
what we hate, but save what we love!
Be a part of our success story! Join E V International!

Massimiliano

Menichini
CEO

than 30 countries across the world. E V International Ltd. is based in Sofia, Bulgaria.
the factory facilities are in Milan, Italy. Over 100 employees work for the company.
They are professionals in the field of production of modern household technologies for
household cleaning without chemicals, and in the field of direct marketing and sales.
The production line of EV 3000i starts in May 2013.

introducing our
team

Svetlana Traykova
Date of birth:
22th may 1977

Pavel Minkov
Date of birth:
9th october 1985

Silviya Lazarova
Date of birth:
25th april 1985

Graduated from
Technical University
of Sofia

Graduated from
University of national and
world economy

Graduated from
University of national and
world economy

Position:
Office Coordinator

Position:
Sales and Training Manager

Position:
Marketing Manager

Responsabilities:
Svetlana is administrating
the purchases and takes
care that you will received
all the goods you ordered
on time. She is working with
all international distributors
and partners.

Responsabilities:
Pavel is taking care for the
contest desk as a controller
and sales manager. He is responsible for the trainings at
the main office in Sofia, Bulgaria and around the world.
He also works closely with all
ditributors and partners.

Responsabilities:
Silviya is responsible for
everything related with
the company’s vison. She
is taking care for the good
re-presentation of E V International Ltd. worldwide and
managing all the VIP trips
and conferences.

Leading to the
bright future

the mission
The main mission of the company is life without
chemicals. It is a bold, but not an impossible
undertaking that is the driving force of E V
International Ltd. The aggressive and increasingly
frequent use of household chemicals is one of the
main causes of chronical diseases, allergies and
asthma. Water, on the other hand, is the most
valuable natural resource in the world, which
is exhaustible and even at this time extremely
inadequate for the population on Earth. Mixing
water, which is so valuable to humans, with harmful
chemical, mankind is bracing for a very unpleasant
scenario.

Bacteria
That’s why we created an unit that can clean the entire home with only 1-2 liters of water,
without a droplet of household chemicals. Thanks to the high temperature and dry steam,
EV is the perfect assistant not only for cleaning but also for fighting bacteria and microbes.
It takes just a few seconds for the dry steam to kill the mites and their eggs, Staphylococcus,
E-coli, Salmonella, etc. This is how we take care of people’s health and at the same time
minimize the amount of water used for cleaning. Our goal to make the world a better
place for all of us. This makes us work every day and improve ourselves. We want to help
more people to believe that the future today is life without chemicals.

Save
the
water

the mission
Pollution is the process of making land, water, air or other parts of the environment dirty and
not safe or suitable to use. This can be done through the introduction of a contaminant into
a natural environment, but the contaminant doesn’t need to be tangible. Things as simple
as light, sound and temperature can be considered pollutants when introduced artificially
into an environment.
Toxic pollution affects more than 200 million people worldwide, according to Pure Earth, a
non-profit environmental organization. In some of the world’s worst polluted places, babies
are born with birth defects, children have lost 30 to 40 IQ points, and life expectancy may be
as low as 45 years because of cancers and other diseases.
Water
pollution
happens
when chemicals or dangerous
foreign substances are introduced into water, including
chemicals, sewage, pesticides
and fertilizers from agricultural
runoff, or metals like lead or
mercury.

Pollution
By using the EV cleaning system you reduce the need of
household chemicals. Saturated dry steam is an ecological
method of deep cleaning as it removes even the most stubborn
deposits of dirt without using dissolving detergents. It guarantees
an optimal cleaning and sanitizing. Cleaning with dry
steam is completely natural and an environmentally
friendly method of deep cleaning.

Life

without
chemicals

from the idea
to the reality
The production
In our factory are working more than 100 people on 2 shifts a day. The
company covers an area of 13 000 sq. meters (42 651 ft.), with internal design,
mold construction, 29 machines with additional equipment for injection
molding and 4 000 sq. (13 123 ft. ) meters for assembling line where we are able
to produce more than 5 000 units a week. The producing process undergo strict
quality control. First, we verify the incoming prime materials. Then, we have
control during the assembling process. In our performance test area, we are
making sure that every part of the unit is fixed as it should be and it’s working
properly and safely according to the international standards. Another quality
test is being done in our “life test” area where units are stressed and tested for
years and years, checking all the possible problems that gives us the opportunity
to improve continuously our quality and performances.

EV

Work in process

our

locations
Europe
Italy
Bulgaria
Greece

USA
California
Arizona
Utah
Montana
South Dakota
Texas
Alabama
Tennessee
West Virginia
Florida
Illinois

United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
Croatia
Sweden
Finland
Estonia
Malta
Norway
Belarus
Denmark
Serbia
Austria
Slovakia
Slovenia

The idea of establishing the company was born in early 2013. The many years of experience
of Stenley Kolev in the field of direct sales and of Massimiliano Menichini in the field of
production allowed both of them to make this idea possible. At the end of 2013, after
several months of hard work, the company was already established, with its first office in
Sofia, Bulgaria. Only a few months later it was already clear that E V International Ltd. is a
successfully implemented project that enjoys rapid popularity and stunning results. At the
end of 2013, another representative office was opened and you might be surprised where
it was - in Kazakhstan. There was a process of steady growth that even we could not have
predicted in our wildest dreams.

Asia
Mongolia
Indonesia
Kazakhstan
Azerbaijan
Kyrgyzstan
Georgia

Up to date: Janury 2018

the head office
The head office of the company is located in Sofia, Bulgaria.
All activities beyond production go through the head office. A
team of specialists and professionals takes care of the day-today support of all the distributors worldwide.

Administration

Director

Marketing and sales department

In addition to a high-quality product, we offer a full package
of services, trainings, technical support, integration and a
comprehensive vision and work structure for our distributors and
partners.
Since the establishment of E V International Ltd., so far we have
been able to build a working marketing model that allows our
partners to start their own business with very little investment but
with a solid foundation and a guarantee for development. We
dare to say that we are one of the world’s fastest growing direct
marketing companies and as such we have to respond to all the
challenges of the dynamic environment in which we work.

the trainings
By expanding our distribution network, we are responsible for answering any
questions that arise in the process of opening a new office. In order to do this, we
have a team that takes care of the training of our new partners.

Sales agents

Factory Distributors

The training of new specialists is the main
prerequisite for successful development
in the field of direct sales. Every sales
representative goes through training,
which includes:
○○ structure of the demonstration;
○○ psychology of direct sales;
○○ practical experience - demonstrations
infront of actual customers;
○○ negotiations, etc.

Our team takes care of putting a solid
foundation of the business that you want
to build. This includes:
○○ organization of the administration;
○○ call center - structure, scripts, etc.;
○○ personnel recruitment;
○○ training and motivation of new
employees;
○○ ERP system - orders and payments.

Technical support (service)

Call center and personnel
recruitment

Technical support is a key element in our
quality customer service, which is one of
our core missions.
It includes:
○○ preventive maintenance of the device;
○○ diagnosing problems;
○○ repairs.

The training of people who contact
directly with prospective customers or of
company employees is essential for the
company’s success.
For both departments we offer:
○○ guidelines and advice related to
employee behavior during contact
with customers and to prospective
employees;
○○ scripts;

EV-olution of the
promotion
DISTRIBUTOR
○○ Marathon - 360 sales per year
○○ Sprint - 30/40/50/50 sales in 4 consecutive months
○○ DISTRIBUTOR CONTRACT and Distributor
Golden EV Shield

EV distributor
yearly
achievments
PLATINUM LEVEL

AREA DISTRIBUTOR
○○
○○
○○
○○

5 x 12 sales as TL or
5 x 12 Ice Breakers as SAS or
5 x 30 sales with the team as TL
AD RECOGNITION and AD Silver Shield

SALES AGENT SPECIALIST
○○ 12 Ice Breakers per month
○○ constant recruiting and training NEW Sales Agents

*6000 purchases a year - The same as
Golden Level + Platinum Surprise

GOLDEN LEVEL
*2400 purchases a year - Invitation from E V International for the Distributor and
his partner to take a part in an exclusive 5* VIP Trip - 4 nights + presents +
surprises + limousine service + golden bracelet + tailor made suit / dress with
his/her personal name on it + golden buttons

52 weeks per year
○○ SAS Award and SAS Ruby Shield

1800 LEVEL

TEAM LEADER

*1800 purchases a year - Tailor made suit/dress for
the Distributor with his/her personal name, golden
EV nugget on it + 1800 golden EV pin

○○ 12 sales per month
○○ build up your own team and reach the next level
○○ TL EV AWARD and TL Sapphire Silver Shield

SILVER LEVEL
SALES AGENT
○○ from 13 sales
○○ accomplish them in the first 3 months
○○ SILVER EV AWARD and SILVER EV PIN

*1200 purchases a year - Invitation from
E V International Ltd. for the Distributor and his
partner to take a part in a 5* VIP Trip 4 nights + presents + surprises

BRONZE LEVEL
NEW SALES AGENT
○○
○○
○○
○○

1 to 12 sales
strive to perform 60 DEMOS per month
ICE BREAKER AWARD for the fisrt sale
3 sales - EV 3 sales Key Chain

*600 purchases a year - 40 units free present from
E V International Ltd. to the Distributor

*Only confirmed purchases and registered warranty cards

EV distributor
once in a life
achievments
GOLDEN ROLEX DIAMOND DIAL
*700+ sales and purchases a month

GOLDEN ROLEX WATCH
*500+ sales and purchases a month

ROLEX WATCH
*300+ sales and purchases a month

GR WITH ONE DIAMOND
*200+ sales and purchases a month

EV-olution of the
distributors
MANAGING DIRECTOR
The Managing Director is appointed by
E VInternational Ltd.
The Managing Director receives a commission from E V
International Ltd.
The Managing Director works closely with the Exclusive
Distributors in order to grow the business in their divisions.
He is taking care of all E V International partners in his
area in order to maintain the great relationship between
the partners. The Managing Director is paid by E V
International Ltd.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
$ 20 bonus from every purchase for the distributor for his new promoted
distributors.
$ 10 bonus for the Exclusive Distributor for every purchase from his own
division.
All distributors must be still active in the business with E V International Ltd.
The Exclusive Distributor is responsible for one division. His main tasks are:
○○ organizing all meetings with his Distributors and Area Distributors;
○○ organizing challenge contests and VIP trips for the entire division;
○○ responsible for the sales in his division and endeavor to move sales
process forward.
The Exclusive Distributor is a mediator between Distributors, Managing
Directors and the Presidents of E V International Ltd. The Distributor
purchases direct from E V International Ltd.

GOLDEN RING

DISTRIBUTOR

*100+ sales and purchases a month

$ 20 bonus from every purchase for the distribu
tor for his new promoted distributors.
All distributors must be still active in the business
with E V International Ltd.

*Only confirmed purchases and registered warranty cards

customer care
With each purchase of the EV cleaning system, the customer receives the
following free of charge:
○○ home delivery;
○○ training on how to operate the device.
Our qualified specialists are available for further training or clarification
of questions that have arisen even after the delivery. Regular preventive
maintenance and technical support of the device are a key prerequisite
for the flawless operation of EV cleaning system. That is why we remind our
customers at least once a year to visit their nearest service center.
International warranty and support
The warranty offered by E V International Ltd. is international. This means
that each partner or distributor of the company is available to the
customer and can offer solutions to any problems or additional issues.
E V International Ltd. also offers a variety of packages for overall support
for its customers, which include maintenance, preventive maintenance,
troubleshooting, extended warranty, etc. for both private and business
customers.
You can also receive free consultation on the EV cleaning system at
service@ev-international.com.
Made in Italy

From the idea
to the reality

